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When the plasma is subjected to certain external constraints, it often responds by develop-

ing instabilities, in order to release a part of its internal energy. The instabilities lead to large fluc-
tuations of plasma parameters and could have as a final result a disruption of the plasma. 

The appearance of complex space charge structures in form of luminous fireballs attached 
to the anode of a glow discharge or to a positively biased electrode immersed in plasma, up to a 
threshold value of the applied voltage, is a well-known phenomenon [1,2]. These structures con-
sist of a positive nucleus (ion-rich plasma) confined by an electrical double layer. Up to a second 
threshold value of the potential applied to the electrode, the fireball passes into a dynamic state, in 
which the double layer periodically disrupts and re-aggregates at its border [1]. During disrup-
tions, bunches of electrons and positive ions are periodically released into the plasma. In certain 
experimental conditions, these particle beams can excite electrostatic instabilities, such as the ion-
acoustic instability (in unmagnetized plasmas), or the potential relaxation instability and the elec-
trostatic ion-cyclotron instability (in magnetized plasmas), respectively. 

Here we report on experimental results showing that the nonlinear dynamics of a complex 
space charge structure can be the origin of the excitation of the above-mentioned instabilities in 
plasma. The experiments were made in hot cathode plasma diodes, in the presence as well as in 
the absence of an axial magnetic field. 

 
Fig. 1 The ion saturation current collected by a 
Langmuir probe during the dynamic state of the 
complex space charge structure. 

The first experiments were made in un-
magnetized argon plasma under the following 
conditions: argon pressure p = 5×10–3 mbar, 
plasma density npl ≅ 108-109 cm–3. In this 
plasma, a supplementary disk electrode of 3 cm 
the diameter was immersed and positively bi-
ased with respect to the plasma potential. Up to 
a threshold value of the potential applied on it, 
a complex space charge structure in form of a 
double layer was obtained in a dynamic state. 
Fig. 1 shows the ion saturation current collected 
by a Langmuir probe inserted in front of the 
structure. A periodic injection of ion bunches  

Into the plasma can be observed. As a result, an unstable ion-acoustic wave was triggered in the 
plasma column propagating away from the structure. 

The second set of experiments was carried out in the University of Innsbruck’s Q machine, 
extensively described in [3]. A potassium plasma was produced by the combined effect of 
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thermionic electron emission from and contact ionization on a 6 cm diameter hot tungsten plate, 
heated to about 2200 K. The background pressure of the residual gases was about 10–6 mbar and 
the plasma density was npl ≅ 109-1010 cm–3. The confining axial magnetic field was B = 0.2 T. The 
plasma column was terminated by a tantalum end plate consisting of a small collector of 1 cm di-
ameter, surrounded concentrically by a co-planar ring with an inner diameter of about 1 cm and an 
outer diameter of about 6 cm. The two electrodes could be independently biased. When the collec-
tor and the outer ring were electrically connected, this end electrode was called cold plate. 

Two instabilities can be excited by positively biasing the collector and the cold plate, re-
spectively, drawing an electron current parallel to the magnetic field. If the cold plate is biased, the 
potential relaxation instability can be excited, while if the collector is biased, the electrostatic ion-
cyclotron instability can be excited. Both instabilities appear as coherent oscillations of the plasma 
parameters, often showing strongly nonlinear behaviour [4]. In order to investigate the phenomena 
taking place at the onset of the two instabilities, the dynamic current-voltage characteristics of Fig. 
2 (when the potential relaxation instability was excited) and Fig. 3 (when the electrostatic ion-
cyclotron instability was excited) were recorded. The thick solid lines are averages of the current. 
These dynamic characteristics were obtained by fast raising the potential on the cold plate (with a 
slope of 2.2×103 V/s) and on the collector (with a slope of 8×104 V/s), respectively. The recording 
times of the dynamic characteristics are around one order of magnitude greater than the period of 
the instabilities in each case. In both dynamic characteristics the nonlinear dynamics can be ob-
served just before the onset of the instabilities. This is the dynamics of a double layer structure that 
appears in front of the cold plate/collector. The respective instability (with higher amplitude) is 
excited when a certain resonance coupling condition between the complex space charge structure 
(as oscillations energy source) and the background plasma (as resonator system) is fulfilled in 
each case. 
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Fig. 2 Dynamic current-voltage characteristic of the 
cold plate, obtained in the conditions when the po-
tential relaxation instability was excited 

Fig. 3 Dynamic current-voltage characteristic of the 
collector, obtained in the conditions when the elec-
trostatic ion-cyclotron instability was excited 
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